Wind Tunnel Level 1 Certification

To gain level 1 certification for the wind tunnel, you must complete these steps:

i. Watch the basic safety video for the flow lab (Available on the Endeavor website)

ii. Watch the Aerolab’s Aeroware program video (Available on the Endeavor website)

iii. Take the D2l safety quiz (required 100% to pass with 3 attempts max)

iv. Print off the webpage showing that you got a 100%, must show your name on the printout

v. Write your CWID and email on the printed page

vi. Take the printed page to ENDV 225 and get your white Endeavor safety card hole punched

Completing this process will result in access to the wind tunnel while being supervised by a TA/level 4 certified individual.

***Hours to be supervised can be scheduled by emailing a TA/level 4 certified individual. However, level 1 certification is primarily for students taking a class that involves use of the wind tunnel while under TA supervision. It is highly recommended for every student to at least gain a level 2 certification for the wind tunnel.

If you need further help, contact information for those that are available to help will be under the Wind Tunnel tab as well.